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Growth of preprints in the biological sciences

(Source: PrePubmed.org)

Preprint: version of a scientific paper that precedes publication 

in a peer-reviewed journal and is uploaded to a public server.  



Some benefits of preprints

• Rapid dissemination of results

• Establishment of ‘priority’ for a particular finding

• Preprint can be referenced

• Early feedback on work from community

• Earlier access to new findings & technologies

(and negative results, confirmatory/contradictory results) 

• Freely accessible

• Help transparency & reproducibility

• Open up dialogue about work  
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Preprints are also an opportunity for publishers 

Inviting interesting studies Innovation in peer review 
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Most authors get personal feedback via email, or comments via 

Twitter

Public commenting on 

preprints is still relatively rare

(Sever et al. 2019 bioRxiv)



Another challenge with preprints for readers: growing volume

(Source: PrePubmed.org)
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Difficult to keep up with 

preprint literature

(Source: ASAPbio)





preLighters



Preprint information

& link

Short engaging summary of 

the preprint

preLighter (link to profile)

Background information

preLights: preprint highlights (‘News & Views for preprints’)



Key findings

preLighter’s

take on preprint

Questions to the 

preprint author

preLights: personal thoughts on the preprint



Author’s response to questions

Authors have revised their work 

based on the preLights discussion

And we have seen preLights cited

in published peer review reports

preLights: author’s response



preprint preprint highlight author’s comments

preLights post

What were the most important 

improvements in the manuscript as a result 

of peer-review?

Commentary after journal publication to learn about peer-review process

journal publication



Topic-specific preprint lists Preprint lists from conferences

preLists: curated preprint lists

Any scientist who registers on preLights can curate preLists!



The community aspect of preLights

Meeting up at conferences, giving talksCommentaries and blog posts



We help preLighters build their profile



preLights – the first 20 months 

• >150 ‘preLighters’ 

• 560 posts

• 1/3 of posts feature an author’s response

• >2,000 views per week

• >3.8K followers on Twitter

• Feedback from community has been hugely positive

“Wonderful! This is a game changer”             “It looks fantastic!”

“I do like the ‘Author’s Response’ section”     “Great initiative” 

“Showing how preprints allow for the evolution of the scientific publishing model”

bioRxiv preprints link 

to preLights posts

Indexed in EuropePMC



Thank you!


